Vanessa Nakate

In conversation with Giuseppe Bolotta (Department of Asian and North African Studies) and Environmental Humanities students

Opening remarks by Francesca Tarocco (THE NEW INSTITUTE Centre for Environmental Humanities - NICHE) and Flavio Gregori (Incroci di civiltà)

Saturday, 21 May, 2022
h 6.00 p.m. - Scuola Grande di San Rocco, San Polo, 3054, 30125 Venice

Vanessa Nakate is a well-known Ugandan climate justice activist working for Fridays for Future and Rise Up movements. Her conversation will be based on the recent publication of the Italian version of her book A Bigger Picture: My Fight to Bring a New African Voice to the Climate Crisis, by Feltrinelli (Aprite gli occhi. La mia lotta per dare una voce alla crisi climatica, 2022).

The event will be in English. An FFp2 mask will be required to enter the venue. Admission by reservation.

In collaboration with: Salone Internazionale del Libro di Torino Giangiacomo Feltrinelli Editore